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WELCOME...

to our in-depth guide to feeder fishing where we show you ‘How To’ set up the feeder for every situation. ‘How To’ prepare your feeder tackle like a pro and ‘How To’ pack away and protect your rods.

Feeder fishing is the fastest growing area of our sport and we have some of the best feeder anglers in Europe on the Matrix team. We’ve got them to pass on their secrets and show us exactly how they set up their winning rigs. You’ll also find this guide full of fish catching tips that are sure to encourage an abundance of bites.

That’s not all, we’ve also compiled a complete guide to our most popular feeder tackle from our new accessories and feeders to our popular new range of rods. If you like feeder fishing then the next 30 pages will certainly leave you keen to get out on the bank.

If you want more great content from the Matrix team then be sure to follow us on our various social media platforms or head over to the Fish Matrix website.

/Fishmatrix ifishmatrix matrix_fishing fishmatrix.co.uk
HOW TO... SET UP A METHOD FEEDER...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

- Method Feeder: Varying the size of the feeder will help you control the amount you feed.
- Hooklength: A short 4” hooklength will help the self-hooking properties of the set up.
- Quick Change Feeder Bead: Allows you to quickly change between various hooklengths and hook baits.

RECOMMENDED TACKLE:

- Horizon Carp Feeder, 10ft, 11ft or 12ft
- Aquos 5000 Reel
- 8lb Carpmaster Mono

1. Thread your main line through the feeder starting from the tail rubber.
2. Open your Quick Change Feeder Bead and thread onto your main line.
3. Thread on the “hook” section and secure using your preferred knot.
4. Attach hooklength to the bead and push into the bottom of the feeder.
To swap feeders using the quick change system, remove the tail rubber. Slide the feeder off the tube and remove using the slot on the back. Slide your feeder onto the line and onto the tube until it clicks in place. Replace the tail rubber onto the tube to complete the method set up.

The Method Feeder is without doubt the ultimate fish catching tool in summer and it’s responsible for huge catches when carp are feeding aggressively. It’s simple to fish and even more simple to set up...

TOP TIP!
Where rules allow, switching to an elasticated tube will help to eliminate hook pulls.
HOW TO...
SET UP A RIVER FEEDER...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

Heavy Cage Feeders:
Powerful rivers require big, strong cage feeders to hold steady in the strong flow.

X-Strong Feeder Snap Link:
Robust swivels will take the strain of punching a heavy feeder across a big river.

Other Items Required:
- Hooklength Swivel size 16
- Swivel Protector Bead
- 0.25 Carpmaster Mono Shock Leader
- SW Ready Rig

RECOMMENDED TACKLE:
- Horizon XD 4.3m 150g
- Horizon 6000 Reel
- 0.10 Submerge Braid

HOW TO...
SET UP A RIVER FEEDER...

1. Thread a Swivel Protector Bead up your mainline or shock leader approximately 1m to be used later.
2. Slide a Hooklength Swivel onto your mainline or shock leader but don’t attach the hooklength yet.
3. Create a twisted loop around 10cm long with Hooklength Swivel at the base with a 35cm tail.
4. Secure the twisted loop with your preferred knot making sure you wet it before fully tightening.
Tackling a big powerful river on the feeder can be daunting, but with the correct set up the chances of a fantastic catch are in your favour...

Use a long 1m hooklength to keep your hook bait downstream of your feed.

Slide a Snap Link Feeder Bead onto the long tail end of line, but don’t attach the feeder yet.

Using the long tail end of line measure 30cm and tie a double over hand knot with the mainline.

Trim the tail end of line after the knot and pull down the Swivel Protector Bead to cover the knot.

Complete the setup by adding your chosen feeder onto the Snap Link and Hooklength into Hooklength Swivel.
**ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:**

- **Bell Feeder:**
  A Bell Feeder will carry a lot of particles which is required to keep a shoal of hungry bream happy.

- **Hooklength:**
  A medium gauge wire hook like the hooks on the SP Ready Rigs are perfect for natural baits and bream.

- **Other Items Required:**
  Hooklength Swivel, Feeder Snap Link, Swivel Protector Bead, Large Rubber Line Stop.

**RECOMMENDED TACKLE:**

- Horizon XC 3.6m
- Super Feeder 5500
- 0.08 Submerge Braid

**HOW TO... SET UP THE FEEDER FOR BREAM...**

1. Slide a Large Rubber Line Stop onto your line followed by a Feeder Snap Link and finally a Protector Bead.
2. Slide a Hooklength Swivel onto your line, this can be used to quickly change hooklengths when fishing.
3. Hold the line either side of the swivel and twist in opposite directions to create a twisted section of 10-12cm.
4. Tie a simple overhand knot to secure the twisted section ensuring you wet the knot before pulling it tight.
Catching bream on the feeder can be a fantastic sport, we show you how to set up the feeder for a large open lake...

**Slide the Swivel Protector bead over the knot, this will stop the feeder damaging the knot when casting.**

**Attach your chosen feeder to the Feeder Snap Link, the Bell Feeders are ideal when targeting hungry bream.**

**Attach your SP Ready rig to the Hooklength Swivel, this can be left at the 1m length or shortened if required.**

**Adjust the Large Rubber Line Stop to around 20cm from your feeder, it can be moved to create a bolt rig.**

**TOP TIP!**

In windy conditions a Horizon Feeder will cut through the air and achieve greater distances than a conventional feeder.
**Mini Swivel Cage Feeders:**
Small fish don’t require loads of bait, feeding little and often is the perfect tactic.

**Small Hooks and Line:**
Fine lines and small hooks will help you to get more bites.

**Other Items Required:**
- Snap Link Swivel
- Hooklength Swivel

**Recommended Tackle:**
- Horizon XS Slim 3.3m
- Aquos 4000 Reel
- 0.20 Carpmaster Mono

1. Thread a Snap Link Swivel onto your main line, this will hold your feeder.
2. Tie a 10cm loop with the Snap Link Swivel within it but leave a 25cm tag.
Thread the Hooklength Swivel onto the 25cm tag that was left on the loop.

Using your preferred knot tie the Hooklength Swivel onto the 25cm tag.

Attach a Mini Swivel Cage Feeder or Dome Feeder to the Snap Link Swivel.

Attach your chosen ready tied hooklength onto the Hooklength Swivel.

The feeder is becoming an increasingly popular tool for targeting fish of all sizes, we show you the perfect set up for targeting small fish on a canal or stillwater...

TOP TIP!
If tying your own hooks keep them in perfect condition in an EVA Spool Storage case

3. Thread the Hooklength Swivel onto the 25cm tag that was left on the loop.
4. Using your preferred knot tie the Hooklength Swivel onto the 25cm tag.
5. Attach a Mini Swivel Cage Feeder or Dome Feeder to the Snap Link Swivel.
6. Attach your chosen ready tied hooklength onto the Hooklength Swivel.
HOW TO... SET UP A PELLET FEEDER...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

Pellet Feeder: Pick the correct size depending on the distance you’ll be fishing.

Hooklength: You’ll need a 4” hooklength with a band to present a banded pellet – the perfect bait for the pellet feeder.

Rubber Quick Bead: Enables you quickly change hooklengths and stops your feeder sliding down to your hook.

RECOMMENDED TACKLE:

- Horizon Carp Feeder 9ft, 10ft or 11ft
- Aquos 4000 Reel
- 6lb Carpmaster Mono

Remove the tail rubber from the Pellet Feeder and thread it onto your mainline.

Thread the Pellet Feeder onto your main line and slide it up out of the way until required.

Open a Rubber Quick bead and thread the bottom section onto your mainline.

Thread your mainline through the hooked second part of the Rubber Quick Bead.
The Pellet Feeder is a brilliant alternative to the Method Feeder and can be especially effective as the water cools late in the season. It’s also incredibly simple to set up...

TOP TIP!
Use a Pellet Bander to allow you to easily fit a hard pellet into the band.

5. Tie on using your preferred knot ensuring you wet the knot as you tighten your mainline.

6. Attach a pre tied hooklength by hooking the loop over on the Rubber Quick Bead.

7. Push the two halves of the bead together taking care to keep the loop fixed in position.

8. Allow the Pellet Feeder to slide down onto the bead, push the tail rubber onto the feeder.
HOW TO... STORE YOUR FEEDER TACKLE...

FEEDER STORAGE:

For the dedicated feeder angler the perfect storage solution for a large quantity of feeders is the Ethos Pro Feeder Case. With two large “Stack & Store” boxes included you can separate your feeders into styles and sizes and they’ll be protected from damage.

If you prefer your tackle to be compact and don’t want to carry a huge amount of feeders then a Double Sided Feeder & Tackle box is the perfect compromise between size and storage capacity. It’s also ideal for the angler who fishes a variety of venues and needs a small but varied selection of feeders.

For the occasional feeder anglers who has just a few favourite styles of feeder, or if you know exactly what feeders you’ll be needing. The Ethos Pro Accessory Hardcase Bag will allow you to take a small selection of feeders to your chosen venue and keep them safe and secure during transportation.
It’s important to keep your feeder tackle organised and in perfect condition when on the bank. Being organised will not only help to look after your tackle but it can actually help you catch more fish.

**HOOKLENGTH STORAGE:**

If you do a lot of pellet feeder or method feeder fishing you’re sure to carry a selection of short hooklengths. These may be shop bought, ready tied hooklengths or hooklengths you’ve tied yourself. The main thing with any hooklength is to protect it from the two elements that cause the most damage, UV light and moisture. The HLR Hooklength cases have been designed to protect your hooklengths from both of these with a solid top that keeps out the damaging UV light and a weather seal that will keep out unwanted moisture.

**Longer feeder hooklengths** require a different method of storage and the EVA Spools provided in the EVA Spool Storage case allow you to wind hooklengths of any length onto them. The SP and SW Feeder Rigs come pre-loaded onto the spools so they can be taken straight out of the packaging and inserted directly into the box.

**The HLR Hooklength Cases** can be stored away in the Ethos Pro Hooklength Cases which add further protection during transportation and helps you to stay organised on the bank.
**HOW TO... SAFELY STORE A FEEDER ROD...**

**ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:**

**Protective Rod Case:**
A Stiff Rod Case will help to protect your rods during transportation, they're available in both 2 and 4 rod versions.

**Tip and Butt Protectors:**
They help to keep the sections of your rod together in the holdall and provide extra protection to the sensitive tip.

1. Remove your hooklength and feeder from your from mainline and store them away in your feeder / hooklength case.
2. Wind the remaining components to within 75mm of your tip taking care not to wind them into the eye of your tip.
We all spend a lot of money on our rods so it’s important to protect that investment. We show you how to pack away and store your rods safely between sessions...

**TOP TIP!**
Using Hooklength Swivels and Snap Links allow you to remove your feeder and hooklength quickly and easily when packing away your feeder rods.

1. Take apart the two sections of your rod and fold it in half so the tip section is against the thick butt of your rod.
2. Place both the tip and butt sections inside the Butt Protector and then secure them tightly with the velcro strap.
3. Place the Tip Protector over the other end of the rod making sure the two sections are inside and then secure them.
4. Place the rod inside your Stiff Holdall and then using the Velcro straps within the holdall secure your rod inside.
ALLOY METHOD FEEDERS
• Available in six sizes: Small 15g & 25g, Medium 30g & 40g, Large 30g & 45g
• New feeder Quick Bead provided
• Features new interchangeable system and removable plinth
• Fully injected alloy for enhance weight distribution
• Ultra-low profile design
• Compatible with Matrix Method Moulds
• Weight forward design to aid casting accuracy
• Elasticated tubes available separately

ALLOY OPEN METHOD FEEDERS
• Available in six sizes: Small 15g & 25g, Medium 30g & 40g, Large 30g & 45g
• New feeder Quick Bead provided
• Features new interchangeable system
• Fully injected alloy for enhance weight distribution
• Designed to enable quick and easy bait application
• Weight forward design to aid casting accuracy
• Raised front to protect bait from releasing on impact
• Elasticated tubes available separately

EVOLUTION® IN-LINE PELLET FEEDER
• Totally in-line and fish friendly
• Feature unique Evolution quick change design
• Open scoop cut back at the correct angle to release pellets easily
• Reduces the number of liners and small fish activity
• Holds feed in place until it's on the bottom
• Available in four sizes:
  Small 15g & 25g and Medium 25g & 35g

EVOLUTION® IN-LINE MK2 PELLET FEEDER
• Available in five sizes: Small 15g & 25g and Medium 25g, 35g & 45g

IN-LINE CAGE FEEDER
• Allows you to keep feed to a minimum
• Great for large particle baits like sweetcorn
• Perfect for use in winter months
• Gives you the option of fishing with larger hookbaits than you would with a Method feeder
• Available in three sizes with weights up to 40g
To catch fish you have to get your feeding right which is why we’ve put so much time and effort into developing such a diverse range. The Bell Feeders have set a new benchmark in feeder design and our range of Alloy Feeders are the ultimate tool for commercial anglers.

**NEW**

**BELL FEEDERS**
- Available in four sizes: Small 17g & 24g, Medium 30g & 40g
- Dual mould to create an ultra-aerodynamic shape, smooth retrieve and perfect bait release
- Unique weight forward design to enhance casting accuracy
- Top mounted swivel to reduce tangles
- Ideal for feeding large amounts of particles with minimal groundbait

**OPEN END FEEDERS**
- Made from tough tinted plastic
- Available in three sizes with weights up to 60g
- Built in swivel to reduce tangles

**DOME CAGE FEEDER**
- Perfect for carrying a lot of particles including chopped worm and caster
- Stiff swivelled link to prevent tangles
- Free flow dome for rapid release of bait
- Ideal for feeding large amounts of particles
- Can be quickly and efficiently filled one handed
- Available in Small and Medium with weights up to 50g

**FINNED FEEDERS**
- Fin design creates slower fall through water
- Rises up in the water more quickly on the retrieve
- Made from tough tinted plastic
- Available in three sizes with weights up to 60g
- Built in swivel to reduce tangles

**WIRE CAGE FEEDERS**
- Made from 4mm wire mesh
- Available in four sizes with weights up to 80g
- Built in swivel to reduce tangles

**STAINLESS STEEL CAGE FEEDERS**
- Made from tough 6mm stainless steel mesh
- Built in swivel to reduce tangles
- Available in four sizes with weights up to 80g

**HORIZON® FEEDERS**
- Designed for long range fishing
- Weight forward design for distance and stability in the air
- Stainless steel black mesh
- Available in three sizes up to 80g

**MINI SWIVEL CAGE FEEDER**
- Small size ideal for both natural waters or commercials
- Swivelled stiff link prevents tangles
- Available in three weights: 18g, 23g, 30g
**ACCESSORIES**

**BARREL SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable match swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super smooth rotation
- Available in four sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
- 10 per pack

**SNAP LINK SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable snap link swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super smooth rotation
- Finished edges to prevent line damage
- Available in four sizes: 10, 12, 14 & 16
- 10 per pack

**BEAD SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable match swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super smooth rotation
- Over moulded bead for smooth running
- Available in two sizes: 12 & 16
- 10 Per Pack

**FEEDER BEAD SNAP LINKS**
- Ultra-durable snap link swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super smooth rotation
- Over moulded bead for smooth running
- Available in two sizes: 12 & 14
- 10 Per Pack

**HOOkleNGTH SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable design
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Finished edges to prevent line damage
- Rubber sleeve cap to allow easy hooklength removal
- Built in swivel to prevent line twist on retrieve
- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
- 7 per pack

**SWIVEL PROTECTOR BEADS**
- Ultra-durable silicone construction
- Designed to locate over the swivel eye to prevent line damage
- Domed shape to prevent swivel sticking
- Available in two sizes
- 9 Per Pack

**NEW**

**X-STRONG FEEDER BEAD SNAP LINKS**
- Ultra-durable snap link swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Over moulded bead for smooth running
- Designed for casting heavy feeders at distance
- Available in two sizes: 10 & 12
- 10 Per Pack

**NEW**

**RUBBER LINE STOPS**
- Ultra-durable TPR construction
- Tight fit to prevent slipping on line
- Domed design to prevent swivel sticking
- Quick and easy to attach
- Available in two sizes: Medium and Large
- 18 per pack
ACCESSORIES

At Matrix we believe that every item of tackle is equally important from an expensive pole or rod, to a swivel. Every accessory in the Matrix range is produced to the highest quality to ensure there's never a weak link in your set-up.

**HORIZON® PROTECTOR SLEEVES**
- Protects mainline when repeatedly casting heavy feeders
- Designed for use with free running rigs
- Produces neat tangle-free solution
- Use with Protector Snap Swivels
- Available in two sizes
- Standard supplied with normal swivel
- Small supplied with 3 Barrel Super Swivel
- 5 per pack

**QUICK CHANGE FEEDER BEADS**
- Developed to work in conjunction with the new Interchangeable In-line Method feeders
- Elongated tube designed to create mini bolt effect
- Allows quick & easy hooklength changes
- 5 per pack

**RUBBER QUICK BEAD**
- Rubber bead with quick change facility
- Perfect for the Evolution In-line Method feeder
- 5 per pack

**EVOLUTION® SNAP LINK & SLEEVE**
- Allow quick changing of feeders when fishing paternoster or helicopter style rigs
- Sleeve creates a sleek finish to help prevent tangles
- Can be used with Matrix bombs and feeders
- 5 links and sleeves per pack

**EVOLUTION® QUICK CHANGE LEAD CLIP**
- Utilises Evolution quick change system
- Unique slot enables change from lead clip to feeder in seconds
- Supplied with tail rubbers
- 5 lead clips and 5 tail rubbers per pack

**HORIZON® PROTECTOR SLEEVES**
- Protects mainline when repeatedly casting heavy feeders
- Designed for use with free running rigs
- Produces neat tangle-free solution
- Use with Protector Snap Swivels
- Available in two sizes
- Standard supplied with normal swivel
- Small supplied with 3 Barrel Super Swivel
- 5 per pack

**EVOLUTION® XT TAIL RUBBERS**
- Spare tail rubbers for use with feeders and/or lead clips
- Extra tough design for longevity
- 10 per pack

**CAGE COATS**
- Shrink tubing to cover Horizon feeders
- Shrinks when hot water/steam is applied
- Reduces speed that bait exits feeder
- Ideal when using cage feeder in deep water

**BOILIE SPIKES**
- Designed for use with hard boilies
- Ties directly onto a hair rig
- Improves baiting speed
- 10 per packet
**ACCESSORIES & SEATBOX ACCESSORIES**

**BAIT BANDER**
- Easy to use tool for banding pellets
- Comes with additional bait bands
- Works with Latex Bait Bands and Bait Alignas

**SUPER STOP BAIT NEEDLE**
- Designed for use with the Super Stops
- Large easy grip handle
- Works with both Micro and Large Super Stops

**PULLER BAIT NEEDLES**
- Thin wire needle with rounded bent end
- Perfect for pulling bands into soft baits

**X-STRONG SUPER STOPS**
- Available in two sizes: Small & Large
- Super durable material
- New ultra-strong design
- Enlarge eyelet for line to pass through
- Enables quick hair rigging

**BAIT ALIGNAS**
- For use with hard pellets
- Creates the perfect angle for presenting pellets
- Available in two sizes: Small and Large version for bigger baits
- Quick and easy to use
- 10 Alignas per packet

**ROD BANDS**
- Ideal for strapping broken down rod sections together
- Can also hold feeder or lead in place to prevent it banging against blank in transit
- Neoprene design with Velcro fastening
- 2 bands per packet

**TIP & BUTT PROTECTORS**
- Designed to provide protection during transportation
- Ideal for preventing damage to soft feeder tips
- Compact shape to hold rods securely in position
- Constructed from Neoprene
- Secure Velcro fastening straps
- 1 pair per pack

**LATEX BAIT BANDS**
- Perfect for present pellets and dumbbell boilies
- Great for use on hair rigs
- Available in three sizes: Small, Medium and Large
- 100 bands per packet

**NEW**
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SEATBOX ACCESSORIES

The unique 3D seatbox accessories have been designed so that they can be used with seatboxes that have the following round leg sizes - 25mm, 30mm, 32mm and 36mm.

3D RIGID FEEDER ARM
- Rigid design to eliminate rod bounce
- Universal 3D Snag-Free fitting - fits 25mm, 30mm & 36mm round legs
- 25mm, height adjustable bar with universal rest thread
- Can also be fitted to the rear of the box for tackle storage when fishing
- Length 75cm, Height 0-41cm

3D MEGA FEEDER ARM
- Universal 3D Snag-Free fitting
- Adjustable 116cm - 200cm length
- Very stable even with heavy feeder rods
- Swan neck keeps line away from the feeder arm
- Interlocking pivot points reduce movement
- Easy to use locking collar for rest heads

3D EVA BUTT REST
- Universal 3D Snag-Free fitting
- Protective EVA foam coating
- Flat design allows for instant positioning

SLICK FEEDER REST
- Ribbed foam sleeve enables you to position the rod in exactly the correct place every time
- Supplied with ‘O’ rings to allow for perfect alignment
- End stop can be unscrewed and attached on either end

3D EXTENDING SIDE TRAY + INSERTS
- Large extending side to comfortably hold 8 x 3 pint bait boxes
- Universal design will fit most round leg seat boxes
- Attaches to 3 legs for extra stability
- Supplied with 2 telescopic 25mm support legs with mud feet
- Universal 3D Snag-Free fitting - fits 25mm, 30mm & 36mm legs
- Can also be fitted to the rear of the box for tackle storage when fishing
- Width 42cm
- Length 53cm - 81cm

COLLAPSIBLE SIDE TRAY + 2 LEGS
- 3D knuckles throughout compatible with 25mm, 30mm & 36mm legs
- Supplied with two 25mm extending support legs
- Solid fully adjustable lid, can be locked in any position
- Double support struts for added stability
- Collapsible fabric base enables compact storage
- Constructed from durable waterproof fabric
- Capable of holding x6 large bait tubs (3.3 pints)
- Perfect for protecting your bait from rain and sun damage

SLICK FEEDER REST

3D RIGID FEEDER ARM

3D MEGA FEEDER ARM

3D EXTENDING SIDE TRAY + INSERTS

COLLAPSIBLE SIDE TRAY + 2 LEGS
**HOOKS**

We’ve spent many hours developing a range of hooks that you can have complete confidence in. We’ve also put two of our most popular hooks on the new EVA spools, ready tied to our consultants’ exact specifications and ready for any feeder angler.

---

**4” BAIT BAND METHOD RIGS**
- Developed for using with Method or Pellet feeders
- Medium sized super durable latex bait bands
- Silicone hook sleeves to enhance presentation
- Ideal for fishing pellets and dumbell bollies
- Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
- 8 per packet

**BARBLESS**
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**BARBED**
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
- Available in four sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18

---

**4” SUPER STOP METHOD RIGS**
- Developed for using with Method or Pellet feeders
- Large sized durable X-strong Super Stop
- Silicone hook sleeves to enhance presentation
- Ideal for fishing bollies, sweetcorn & meat
- Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
- 8 per packet

**BARBLESS**
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**BARBED**
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
- Available in four sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18

---

**6” BAIT BAND PELLET RIGS**
- Developed for using as pole or feeder hooklengths
- Medium sized super durable latex bait bands
- Silicone hook sleeves to enhance presentation
- Ideal for fishing pellets and dumbell bollies
- Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
- 8 per packet

**BARBLESS**
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**BARBED**
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
- Available in four sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18

---
**SUPER MATCH**
- Barbed spade-end, wide gape
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Medium wire with black nickel finish
- Designed for both float and feeder fishing

- Available in five sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18 & 20

**FEEDER RIGGERS**
- Micro barbed eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Medium wire with bronze finish
- Ideal for feeder fishing

- Available in four sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18

**SW FEEDER HOOKS**
- Barbed spade-end with hybrid bend
- Unique flattened section on the bend for extra strength and holding bait in position
- Medium wire, bronze finish

- Available in six sizes: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 & 20

**1M FEEDER RIGS**
- Developed for using as traditional feeder hooklengths
- 1m long and can be cut to desired length
- Ultra-sharp Japanese manufactured hooks designed for feeder fishing
- Supplied on a Matrix EVA Disc
- EVA Disc is compatible with the EVA Insert Tray and EVA Spool Storage Case
- Available in six sizes: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 & 20

**CARP RIGGERS**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Strong wire with bronze finish
- Perfect for using a knotless knot

- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**Carp Banders**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Straight eye for aggressive angle
- Perfect for bait bands and Matrix Bait Aligners

- Available in five sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18 & 20

**1M FEEDER RIGS**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Strong wire with bronze finish
- Perfect for using a knotless knot

- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**SP FEEDER RIGS**
- Ideal for larger species like carp, bream and tench
- Ideal for fishing corn, worms, casters and maggots
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and SW Feeder hooks

**SW FEEDER RIGS**
- Ideal for small species like roach, hybrids & skimmers
- Ideal for fishing worms, casters, maggots and pinkies
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Super Pole hooks

**CARP BANDERS**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Straight eye for aggressive angle
- Perfect for bait bands and Matrix Bait Aligners

- Available in five sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18 & 20

**ALL ROUND HOOKS**
- Barbbed spade-end with round bend
- Medium wire, nickel finish
- Perfect for a wide range of methods

- Available in five sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18 & 20

**1M FEEDER RIGS**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Strong wire with bronze finish
- Perfect for using a knotless knot

- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**SW FEEDER RIGS**
- Ideal for larger species like carp, bream and tench
- Ideal for fishing corn, worms, casters and maggots
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and SW Feeder hooks

**SW FEEDER RIGS**
- Ideal for small species like roach, hybrids & skimmers
- Ideal for fishing worms, casters, maggots and pinkies
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Super Pole hooks

**CARP RIGGERS**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Strong wire with bronze finish
- Perfect for using a knotless knot

- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**SP FEEDER RIGS**
- Ideal for larger species like carp, bream and tench
- Ideal for fishing corn, worms, casters and maggots
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and SW Feeder hooks

**CARP RIGGERS**
- Barbless eyed with in-turned point
- Hybrid round/crystal bend
- Strong wire with bronze finish
- Perfect for using a knotless knot

- Available in four sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20

**SP FEEDER RIGS**
- Ideal for small species like roach, hybrids & skimmers
- Ideal for fishing worms, casters, maggots and pinkies
- Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Super Pole hooks
LINE & HOOkLENGTH STORAGE

LINE
Line to cover all match angler requirements. Power Micron is an ultra-strong, fine diameter line for hooklengths and pole rigs, Carpmaster Sinking Mono is perfect for short and medium range feeder fishing and Submerge Feeder Braid is designed for long range feeder fishing.

POWER MICRON
- Accurate diameter hooklength and pole rig line
- Very strong and supple for better presentation
- Outstanding knot strength
- All popular diameters
- Low visibility clear colour
- Perfect for feeder and pole fishing use
- Supplied on 100m spools

- Available sizes: 0.7mm, 0.8mm, 0.9mm, 0.105mm, 0.115mm, 0.125mm, 0.135mm, 0.145mm, 0.165mm, 0.18mm, 0.20mm, 0.234mm, 0.261mm

CARPMASTER® SINKING MONO
- Ideal for feeder, wagglers and bomb fishing
- Specially selected line colour for almost invisibility in water
- Very durable
- Sinks very well
- Perfect for long range casting
- High knot strength and abrasion resistance

- Available sizes: 0.18mm, 0.20mm, 0.23mm, 0.25mm, 0.28mm

SUBMERGE FEEDER BRAID
- Sinking braid with smooth outer surface
- Designed for extreme distance casting
- Thin diameter with high knot strength
- Dark neutral colour

- Available sizes: 0.8mm, 0.10mm
**Hooklength Storage**

This year we’ve introduced a brand new set of Hooklength Retaining Cases that will allow safe storage for all types of hooklength from a few centimetres to over a metre. So regardless of the style of fishing, your storage needs are catered for.

**EVA Spool Storage Case**
- Designed to hold 24 Matrix EVA spools
- Robust moulded prongs to securely hold EVA spools
- 2x foam pins cushions for storing unused pins
- Magnetic locking mechanism
- Rubber seal to prevent moisture intake
- Fully solid finish to protect from UV damage
- Compact design L34cm x W12cm x H4cm

**EVA Rig Discs (x6)**
- Soft EVA material protects hook points
- Designed to prevent line from becoming kinked or damaged
- Multiple Hooklengths can be stored per spool
- Enables long hooklengths to held securely
- Printed front allows for easy identification of rig details
- Supplied with 10 super-fine Matrix securing pins
- EVA Discs are compatible with the EVA Insert Tray and EVA Spool Storage Case

**HLR Hooklength Case (Small)**
- Designed to hold over 200 hooklengths
- Robust Loop Prongs positioned between 4” and 6”
- Magnetic locking mechanism
- Rubber seal to prevent moisture intake
- Moulded rig measuring pins
- 30x rig identification labels provided
- 20 durable hook pins capable of holding 10+ hooks per pin
- Fully solid finish to protect from UV damage
- Compact design L18.5cm x W12cm x H3.5cm

**HLR Hooklength Case (Large)**
- Designed to hold over 200 hooklengths
- Robust Loop Prongs positioned between 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, & 12”
- Magnetic locking mechanism
- Rubber seal to prevent moisture intake
- Moulded rig measuring pins
- 50x rig identification labels provided
- 20 durable hook pins capable of holding 10+ hooks per pin
- Fully solid finish to protect from UV damage
- Compact design L34cm x W12cm x H3.5cm

**Shallow Drawer EVA Disc Insert Tray**
- Designed to securely hold 10 Matrix EVA rig discs
- Fits into Matrix shallow or deep side drawers
- Can be double stacked in Matrix deep side drawer
- Constructed from high grade PP to prevent warping
- Designated pin cushions to store your unused rig pins
- Provided with 10 EVA spools and 15 super fine Matrix pins
- Spare EVA rig discs can be bought
FEEDER RODS & REELS

HORIZON® FEEDER RODS
More than a year of development has resulted in a range of rods that has surpassed everything we hoped for. Quality and performance have been built into every detail and we feel the Horizon name has now been taken to another level.

HORIZON® XD CLASS
- Specifically designed for distance feeder fishing
- Ultra high modulus carbon blank
- Extended spigot joint for improved casting power
- Oversized guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Slim fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Supplied with two tips 2.5oz & 4oz
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Four Rods available: 4.0m - 100g, 4.0m - 130g, 4.3m - 150g & 4.5m - 160g

HORIZON® XC CLASS
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Enlarged guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Slim fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Supplied with two tips
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Three rods available: 3.6m - 60g, 3.8m - 70g & 4.0m - 80g

HORIZON® XS SLIM FEEDER
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Super slim fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Soft action designed for silver fish
- Supplied with two tips
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Maximum casting capacity 40g
- Three rods available: 3.3m, 3.5m & 3.7m

HORIZON® CARP FEEDER
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Two piece rods designed to break down equally
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- Slim fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Supplied with three tips (1oz, 1.5oz, 2oz)
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Available in four lengths: 2.7m (9ft), 3.0m (10ft), 3.3m (11ft) & 3.6m (12ft)
REELS
Our reels have been designed specifically for feeder fishing and offer the type of performance and features that you would expect to find on a reel two to three times the price.

HORIZON® 6000
- 5 Stainless Steel Ball Bearings
- Gear ratio: 4.6:1
- Mesh-Tech Gearing system
- Slim Handle
- Micro Line Lay Adjustment
- Silver & Blue Range Casting Clips
- Twist Free Roller
- Front Clutch and Grit Guard
- Anti Backlash System
- Rotor Line Guard
- Oversized spool
- Slow line oscillation
- Designed for long distance fishing

AQUOS® 4000 & 5000
- Designed for feeder fishing
- 5 stainless steel ball bearings
- Lightweight aluminium graphite body
- Balanced rotor
- Advanced bail arm shape for quicker line pick-up
- Multi-disc front drag for fish-playing
- Gear ratio: 5.1:1
- Two models available: 4000 and 5000
- Retrieve: 4000 - 74cm, 5000 - 77cm per handle turn
- Weight: 4000 - 370g, 5000 - 370g
- Capacity: 0.25mm/150m

SUPER FEEDER 5500
- Mid-sized reel for long range casting
- 8 stainless steel ball bearings
- 1 Roller Bearing
- Lightweight, hardwearing graphite body
- Shallow aluminium spool for use with braid
- Rotor brake stops rotor moving when bail arm open for casting
- Spare spool supplied
- 80cm line retrieve per handle turn
- Weight: 400g
- Gear ratio: 4.9:1
- Capacity: 0.26mm/150m
**ETHOS® PRO 4 ROD COMPACT CASE**
- Ample space to carry four ready-made rods
- Ultra-stiff PE board outer protective shell
- Features S.M.S (Smart Mark System)
- Two distance Measuring Stick included
- Padded fixed internal divider
- Internal Velcro rod straps to securely fix rods in position
- Adjustable padded shoulder strap and carry handle
- Constructed from 800D ultra durable PVC backed Polyester
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

**ETHOS® PRO 4 ROD RUCK SLEEVE 1.85M**
- Will comfortably carry four made up rods
- Outer pocket for landing net handles and accessories
- Features S.M.S (Smart Mark System)
- Two distance measuring sticks included
- Outer pocket for distance measuring sticks
- Velcro internal straps to hold rods securely
- Full length zip
- Carry handle
- Double adjustable padded shoulder straps so the holdall can be carried like a rucksack
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding Filling: 100% Polyethylene
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
FEEDER LUGGAGE
The Ethos Pro luggage was new last year and the response to the range has been fantastic. Each item is made to the highest standard to ensure that the Ethos name is associated with quality and durability.

ETHOS® PRO RO FEEDER CASE
- Designed to carry quantities of feeders or accessories
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handles
- Two large 'Stack & Store' boxes included
- Reinforced base for durability
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane

ETHOS® PRO ACCESSORY HARDCASE BAG
- Designed for storing accessories and feeders
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handle
- Solid removable insert included
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Length 24cm x Width 16cm x Height 11cm

ETHOS® PRO ACCESSORY BAGS
- Designed for storing accessories and feeders
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handle
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Available in two sizes
- Small: L16cm x W13cm x H8cm
- Medium: L30cm x W13cm x H8cm

ETHOS® PRO RO FEEDER CASE
- Designed to carry quantities of feeders or accessories
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handles
- Two large 'Stack & Store' boxes included
- Reinforced base for durability
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane

ETHOS® PRO ACCESSORY HARDCASE BAG
- Designed for storing accessories and feeders
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handle
- Solid removable insert included
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Length 24cm x Width 16cm x Height 11cm

ETHOS® PRO ACCESSORY BAGS
- Designed for storing accessories and feeders
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handle
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Available in two sizes
- Small: L16cm x W13cm x H8cm
- Medium: L30cm x W13cm x H8cm

DOUBLE SIDED FEEDER & TACKLE BOX
- Double sided tackle box specifically designed for carrying feeders
- Molded to securely hold feeders in place and prevent them becoming damaged
- Suitable for use with either commercial or natural water feeders
- Designated space for method moulds or accessories
- Secure clips to prevent spillage even when fully loaded
- Strong design to support the weight of heavy river feeders
- Two feeder boxes will fit in a 90mm Storage Unit

ETHOS® PRO HOOKLENGTH CASES
- Available in two sizes Small & Large
- Designed to hold 3 Matrix HLR Rig Cases
- Clear PVC lid allows for easy internal recognition
- Eva carry handle
- Constructed from 800D ultra durable PVC backed Polyester
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)